About the Project

SignWriting Encyclopedia Projects
www.SignWriting.org/encyclopedia

Sign languages are rich languages with sophisticated grammars and large vocabularies. There are hundreds of sign languages in the world, and all of them can be written with the SignWriting script, since SignWriting writes body movement.

American Sign Language (ASL) is one of the most used sign languages in the world. Written ASL provides ASL signers with the opportunity to express themselves directly in their native language, to preserve the literature of their language and to provide information for those who do not know spoken languages.

Wikipedias are growing encyclopedias on the web, written in many spoken languages. Before SignWriting, there was no way to write a Wikipedia in a sign language. SignWriting makes it possible to write encyclopedia articles in the facial expressions, movements and handshapes of sign languages. Wikipedia users requested a Wikipedia written in ASL using SignWriting.

The SignWriting Encyclopedia Projects (SWEP) is sponsored by the 38-year-old US non-profit, the Center for Sutton Movement Writing, directed by Valerie Sutton, the inventor of SignWriting.

The project provides jobs for Deaf ASL signers to write Wikipedia articles and for software developers to program the SignWriting MediaWiki Plugin, which makes it possible to write Wikipedia articles in any sign language on the web.

Donate to the ASL Wikipedia Project
Support Jobs for Deaf Writers

1. Donate Securely Online using a Credit Card
www.SignWriting.org/donate

or

2. Fill out this form:

Support ASL Wikipedia

US Donations are tax-deductible

I would like to donate the amount of:

$__________

___Enclosed is a check.
Make check to:
Center for Sutton Movement Writing, Inc.

Name_____________________________________
Address____________________________________
Email_____________________________________

THANK YOU!

Send donation to:

ASL Wikipedia Project
Center for Sutton Movement Writing
P.O. Box 517, La Jolla, CA. 92038 USA
858-456-0098  Sutton@SignWriting.org

The ASL Wikipedia Project
on Wikimedia Labs
http://ase.wikipedia.wmflabs.org
About Non-Profit

- **Organization Name:** Center For Sutton Movement Writing, Inc.
- **Founded Southern California 1974**
  California Tax-Exempt Status 1976
  US Federal Tax-Exempt Status 1978
- **Donations Tax-Deductible**
  USA Federal Income Tax & California Franchise Tax
- **US Internal Revenue Code**
  Educational Corporation 501 (c) (3)
- **US Tax Identification Number**
  95-3068257
- **California Revenue Code**
  Public benefit educational corporation, section 23701d
- **Non-Profit Number**
  LA: EO: 78: 561

Contact Us

Valerie Sutton
President & Executive Director
Sutton@SignWriting.org
tel 858-456-0098 • skype: valeriesutton

• SignWriting Sponsors Forum
  www.SignWriting.org/forums/sponsors
• SignWriting Literature Project
  www.SignWriting.org/literature
• Center for Sutton Movement Writing
  www.MovementWriting.org/nonprofit
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Witness History in the Making!
Visit the first Wikipedia in history written in the visual handshapes, facial expressions and arm movements of sign languages...

The ASL Wikipedia Project on Wikimedia Labs
http://ase.wikipedia.wmflabs.org